
CRIME LORD FEATURE FILM 
!

Paul Black has been released from prison. He’s just done fifteen years for bank robbery.   
He’s written a crime novel, and he’s attracted a major publisher and a movie company. 
He’s determined to make this new chapter of his life crime free.  !
A friend (Ray Tierney) picks him up from the prison. Paul is cynical because he hasn't seen 
Ray for years. Ray lets Paul stay at one of his flats. He gives him a new laptop so that he 
can type his hand written novel. Paul now thinks Ray is just making up for lost time.  !
Paul and Ray have a night on the town. They bump into a past associate (Logan 
Mackenzie) Logan set up the bank robbery that went wrong fifteen years before. Paul had 
revenge on his sights towards Logan for years in prison. But once he started writing, he 
channeled all his rage into his crime novel. Logan is paranoid that Paul still wants revenge. !
Logan is now a legitimate city businessman. He offers Paul compensation as a reward for 
keeping quiet in prison. But he’s also worried about Paul’s crime novel. There’s rumours 
that it’s really a biography, and Paul will expose him and all his past crime associates to 
the media. Paul insists it’s a fictitious crime novel. He turns down Logan’s offer for 
compensation. Paul just wants to get on with his crime free life in piece.  !
The sensational tabloid media have done an article about Paul’s book, even though they 
have not read it. They say Paul has the ultimate revenge payback plan. They say he will 
expose all his past crime associates in the book. This spreads all over the media and 
social platforms. They fuel this sensational story. !
Paul’s publisher loves all this free media as pre-orders for the book are going through the 
roof. However, Paul’s life is in serious danger now . He’s getting email death threats from 
all his past crime associates, and Logan is growing more concerned. The publisher tells 
him they need to release the novel within a month. So they can capitalise from the hype, 
and the release will also prove that his novel is just a pulp crime story. Paul agrees to get 
the hand written novel typed into his laptop within seven days. !
Paul then comes across a girlfriend from the past. They were due to get married before he 
went into prison. She’s impressed with how much he has changed. They spend time 
together, and she helps him type up the novel into digital form. Paul is ready to start this 
new chapter of his life as a writer, and spend it with his childhood sweetheart. The novel is 
completed and Paul and his girlfriend go for a celebration drink.  !
As they drive to a restaurant, a hit squad sprays the car with bullets. We cut to Paul in 
hospital. He is barely alive, and his girlfriend has died. On top of this, he has a bullet in his 
heart. There’s a ninety per cent chance that it will kill him if removed. If he leaves the bullet 
there, he will live for a year or two. He’s now after revenge, so he opts to leave the bullet. !
He leaves the hospital and lives with Ray while he recovers. His life is even more in 
danger, because Logan knows that Paul will now come after him because his girlfriend  
was murdered, and because of his condition. Paul is now a ticking time bomb with nothing 
to lose. He even lost his novel because the gang destroyed the laptop. And he can’t even 
write it again because he has lost some of his memory after the attack. 



While Paul recovers, he writes a new novel called “Crime Lord” This novel is about Paul’s 
real sensational story in the last few days. A criminal leaves prison with a book deal, past 
associates get paranoid, and they try to kill him. They wound him and accidentally kill his 
girlfriend. He’s now writing about his real story.  !
Paul tells Ray the next chapters are about a revenge attack on Logan. Ray thinks this 
ending will only exist in the book, like a cathartic release for Paul. But it looks like Paul 
wants to get a team of men together for a real hit on Logan. They use their past 
connections to find a team of hired killers.  !
Logan expects a revenge attack, so he has hired a team of armed mercenaries and 
bodyguards. They shadow him 24/7 in his head office as he runs his city club empire from 
there. Paul and Ray get a team of men, and they head for Logan’s building in vans. The 
armed men storm the building to clean it out, then Paul enters to kill Logan himself.  !
Paul now enters the building with Ray. They are also heavily armed. Logan’s bodyguards 
manage to get him out of the backdoor to a waiting car to escape. But Logan decides to 
fight to the death. He goes back in the building with a machine gun. Paul and Logan 
confront each other with guns and shoot until they are almost dead. !
Paul gets the upper hand and overpowers Logan. It looks like he is about to shoot him in 
the head. Instead, he tells Logan he wants him to suffer like he did in prison. He also 
wants him to lose his empire, and vows that he will take it over. Which is why Paul was put 
in prison in the first place, as Logan set up a robbery ambush to get Paul out of the picture.  !
We cut to Paul in his room in front of his laptop. He’s typed the last part of the “CRIME 
LORD” novel with all these action and killing scenes. We realise that none of this section 
actually took place in real life. It purely exists at the end of the “Crime Lord” novel. Ray 
comes in and says he can’t just find a gang of hired killers. He’s also critical about Paul’s 
ambitious and flawed plan of attacking a building of heavily armed men.  !
Paul then tells Ray that he was drunk and full of pain killers the night before. He was just 
ranting and describing his fantasy of how to get revenge on Logan. Ray reads the novel 
and sees the attack on Logan is written in the novel. The publisher LOVES this novel even 
more than the previous one, and the pre-orders are now building for this new novel !
Ray asks Paul if he is going to let Logan get away with killing his girlfriend and almost 
killing him. Paul says that he has already taken care of Logan. We see Paul decided to call 
a detective who offered him deals for early release when he was in prison. Paul kept quiet, 
but now that he lost his girlfriend, he decides confess about Logan setting up the robbery.  !
We go back to a moment we saw previously when Logan realised his building was under 
attack. But it’s not from Paul and his men, we now see the reality. It’s from a team of 
armed police and detectives. Logan’s worst nightmare is coming true. He’s going to prison, 
and losing his city empire. Ray reminds Paul that Logan might get a short sentence 
because of all the corrupt judges and officials he knows and pays.  !
Paul tells Ray that he will be ready for Logan when he gets out of prison. Paul has decided 
to get back into business. He will become like the Crime Lord character he is writing about. 
He will take over some of the businesses Logan built up, but he will also use his crime 
writing as a legitimate front. We see him signing books for fans in a book store at the end. 
“Crime Lord” has become a hit. More Novels, Movies, and TV serial is on the horizon.


